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Abstract
A plan is presented for investigation and development of the cold fus i o n effect,
ultimately leading to implementation of commercial devices .

The p la n represents a

methodical approach for identifying and address ing theoretical , scientifi c , engineering
and economic concerns .
The plan is presented from the perspective of a large architect/engineering
corporation wh ich performs work in establ ished energy industries and w h ich is not
currently involved in cold fus ion .

The plan consists of a number of phases designed

to establish the corporation ' s level and method of involvement in the field.
The phased plan provides a number of decision points ; at each decis ion point a
commitment to a h igher level of fu nding is made on the basis of additional information
which has been generated by the plan to that point.

In this way the corporation can

control its financial outlay , yet funding is appropriate so that pursu it of the plan is not
hampered .

1.

Introduction and Premise
Successful development of commercial cold fus ion devices has the potential to

substantially impact a corporation which is presently involved i n traditional energy
markets .

This impact could be negative, if the corporation ignores cold fus io n

developments and finds itself reacting to fundamental changes i n its market.

Energy

companies have already been buffeted in the U nited States by deregulation of the
electric util ity industry , a decl i ning market for new energy production fac i lities , and
fal l ing prices for new construction due to intense competition .

The impact o f cold

fus ion could be much greater .
The impact could also be very pos itive, if the energy company were to pos ition
itself properly for future developments . This requires involvement early ( i . e . now) to
ass ist in the development of the technology, to estab l ish what a profitable future
corporate position is , and to prepare accordingly.

This paper presents a plan for a n

energy company to d o these th ings.
There are two premises upon which this paper is based .
cold fus ion effect in its various forms is real .

The first is that the

There exists sufficient experimental

evidence at this time that th is issue no longer needs to be addressed .

It is not justified

to devote additional resources to demonstrate the existence of the effect.
The second premise is that it is not in the company ' s interest to try to develop
cold fusion by itself, w ithout cooperation from others who are already working in the
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field. Commercial cold fus ion will come to fruition more quickly if cooperative
arrangements can be made with those who are knowledgeable in the field, and if j oint
ventures are estab lished with individuals and companies which have the requisi te
expertise .
2.

Background
It is wel l known that the involvement by large corporations in col d fus io n
research and development is very l im ited . Nevertheless, there are a variety o f strong
reasons for an establ ished energy company to become involved with cold fus io n at this
time. These reasons are all economical , and deal both with current market conditions
as wel l as those which may come to pass in the future. The d iscussion which fol lows
is presented from the v iewpoint of an architectlengineering (AlE) corporation.
In general , an AlE does not build hardware, such as boilers, pumps, or
electronic control systems. An AlE specifies the requirements for these components
and designs their interconnection (civil foundations , p ip ing, cab ling and electrical
distribution, etc . ) . I n short, a n AlE does a l l the design and engineering work required
to assemble the many thousands of different components which make up a power p l ant
or other large industrial faci l ity . I n general the AlE w i l l purchase a l l the equipment
and will oversee the manufacture of this equipment by its vendors . F inall y , the A lE
will construct the faci l ity or will provide construction management.
From the perspective of the energy-related AlE, energy use can be broadly
classified into four categories . The type of work the AlE performs i n each area; 'and
the changes which coul d occur to the respective markets are d iscussed below.
a.

Electricity generation and consumption

In support of electricity generation and consumptio�, a typ ical AlE
des igns power plants , m ining and fuel processing facilities , waste d isposal
facil ities , and environmental remed iation projects . The econom ics o f col d
fusion electric power generation devices may dictate that they are large-scale
facil ities l ike the central generating stations which exist today. This would
support a traditional AlE role of system integration and construction .
On the other hand , economics may indicate that the preferable method
of implementation is smal ler-scale devices either located in neighborhoods or
individual homes and businesses . This would d isrupt the traditional AlE
involvement i n this market and would suggest that a d ifferent, non-traditional
approach is necessary.
I n e ither case, if cold fus ion power generating devices are developed and
they are economicall y attractive in comparison w ith other methods o f electricity
generation, an energy-related company would want to be i nvolved in a pos itive
manner. This i ndustry is ferociously competitive around the world. There is
an oversuppl y of eng ineering and production capacity for producing power
plants , and establishing a competitive advantage is essential for a company' s
survival.
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Propulsion (internal combustion engines, gas turbines, etc.)

b.

An energy-related AlE is typ ically involved in projects required to
produce and process fuel for propulsion.

For almost all propulsion the fue l is

petroleu m , and example projects would consist of oil production facilities ,
refineries , and p ipelines .
If cold fusion devices can be developed that are sufficiently compact and
powerful that they can economically replace the internal combustion eng ine,
petroleum use will drop precipitously.

Existing industrial capacity w il l be

sufficient to supply chemical, lubrication and p lastics use of petroleum for the
foreseeable future .

The market for large facil ities in this energy sector may

virtually d isappear. This suggests that a substantially different approach would
be required by an AlE interested in staying involved in this market.

Industrial uses

c.

Industrial energy use typical ly consists of electricity and heat.

Often

these are suppl ied by fossil-fueled power plants which produce steam ; some of
the steam is used for heating purposes and some of the steam is used to generate
electr icity .

A typical AlE role i s to design and construct the steam and electric

generation plants .

The same changes which cold fusion devices will make to

electric power production will occur to industrial energy facil ities .

Home use (heating, air co n d iti o n i ng , and electrical loads)

d.

A l E ' s are typically not involved directly in this area.

Instead the

involvement is w ith the industrial base required to supply energy to the home.
Again this cons ists of electricity, petroleum and natural gas .

If self-contained

home heating and lor generating units are developed , the need for external
'
energy supply to the home will decrease. The impact on the industrial energy
supply structure is obviou s .
A n AlE would have t o adop t a very non-traditional posture t o continue
to generate revenue from this energy market sector .
S o , the impetus to become involved in the cold fusion field , should it ultimately prove
successfu l , is obviou s .

3. The Important Questions

As has been mentioned previously, the important question is not, " Does cold

fus ion occur? "

Instead , for a company interested in becoming profitably involved in

the cold fus ion field, the important questions which require answers are:
-

Can cold fusion be used as the basis for usefu l , practical energy producing
machinery?

-

Will that machinery achieve widespread use?

-

If the first three questions can be answered in the affirmative, how can and

Can the machinery be made available in the foreseeable future?
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should the company become involved?
To answer these questions , a phased approach to investigation and development
is recommended . The phases , their purpose, and the methods used to accompl ish them
are described in the following .

4.

Phase 1

- -

Survey the Field

This purpose of this phase of the investigation is to develop a solid corporate

u nderstanding of the state of the cold fus ion field. This phase of the plan is intended
to generate the following information:
a.

A detailed understand ing of the different techniques known to produce the cold
fusion effect.

b.

The state of development of each of the cold fus ion techniques , including :
-

Method and apparatus

-

Level of excess heat or energy production

-

Known parameters and unknown factors requiring additional inves tigation

c.

Materials involved

An u nderstand ing of the theoretical explanations for the effect, along w i th
supporting evidence for each theory.

d.

A n acquaintance w ith the researchers i n the field; a n unde�standing of their
capabil ities , fund ing , and plans ; and an understanding of their will ingness to
participate with a large corporation.
To the maximum extent poss ible this phase of the investigation will b e

performed o n a first-hand bas i s .

Researchers will be visited a t their laboratories , and

their experimental apparatus will be observed.
their theories will be discussed in depth .

Theoreticians will be contacted , and

A corporate cold fus ion l ibrary w i l l b e

establ ished , and a systematic review of key publications w i l l be performed.

5. Phase 2
Establish the Broad Parameters of Practical Machin
ery, Economic Attractiveness, and Timetable
--

The purpose of this phase of the investigation is to make educated guesses
concerning the form com mercial cold fus ion devices may take. The cost of commercial
devices will be estimated based on these guesses.

Approximate timetables for the

development of each techn i qu e will be generated, based upon the state of development
the technique.

This will involve performing the following steps for each of the tech

niques known to produce the cold fus ion effect:
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a.

Select a device configuration.

A reasonab le approach would seem t o b e to

choose an ex isting experimental cold fus ion device which has demonstrated h igh
levels of excess heat in a repeatable manner.
b.

Estimate the s ize o f the device needed to produce power at usab l e levels .

A

prudent approach would be to examine three sizes which will cover the range
of pos s ib l e devices :

Electric power p lant size (hundreds of megawatts) , home

heater/generator s ize (tens of kilowatts ) , and an intermediate s ize.
c.

Estimate the cost o f the devices i f they were to b e commerciall y produced.
There is the poss ibility of large errors in this step , but one approach would be
to identify existing industrial machinery for which a production cost is known
and which is similar in form to the cold fusion device under study.

The

production cost could then be adjusted to account for differences in the materials
of construction, difficulty of manufacture, and expectations of production
volume.
d.

Esti mate the l i fe-cycl e cos t of the device.

This would include replacement of

mater ials , operating costs , fuel costs , etc. Again, the most promising approach
would be to make comparisons w ith s imilar machinery in use today .
e.

Perform econom ic sens itivity analyses .

These would examine the impact o n

device costs of changes in the parameters which are presently u ncertain.

This

would include :

-

Perfonnance of the device:

For example, how would the cost of the

mach ine vary if a h igher level of excess power were achievable?

Is

there a m inimum level of excess power which makes the machine
econom ical ly viable?

-

Cost of materials:

For example, if increased demand for pal ladium

were to substantially increase its cost, what impact would this have o n
the c o s t of the total machine?

-

Size of the Device :

The machine may be most economical in a

particular s ize range. This w i l l impact the way the device is ultimately
implemented in the marketplace.
f.

Based on the above estimates , compare the cold fus ion device w ith energy
sources availab l e today .

Determine the impl ications for the ultimate economic

attractiveness of the dev ice .
g.

Make a real istic estimate o f the s ize o f the market.
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h.

Es tab lish an approxi mate timetable for development of the dev ice .

This

timetable would be based upon the current state of development and the amount
of additional work and research required to bring the device to a state of
commercial v iab il ity .

6. Phase 3

--

Examine the Legal Implications

The purpose of this phase of the p lan is to attempt to define the legal arena i n

which the company will be operating .
The sorry state of the cold fus ion patent s ituation is well known.

A l most no

patents have been granted , and most researchers are operating without patent protection.
This has probably had the effect of limiting communication among researchers to some
extent.

But this is not l ikely to be a corporation ' s major concern.
To a corporation interested in becoming involved in this field, securing patent

rights will be an i mportant aspect of that involvement.

Several hundred patent

applications have been prepared for cold fus ion devices , and they undoubtedly have
many overlapp ing claims .

Detailed legal research will be necessary to attempt to

understand the legal necessities of operating in this field .

7. Phase 4

--

Identifv the Work Remaining

There are many issues which must be addressed before practical cold fusion

devices are developed .

The purpose of th is phase of the plan is to identify the issues ,

determine what work remains to be accompl ished to address them, and determine what
talents must be assembled to perform that work.

Some of the more critical issues are

discussed below.

a.

Theoretical Basis
A sound theoretical bas is for the cold fusion effect will ultimately b e
required . Without i t , i mproving the performance of devices w i l l be a trial-and
error affair.

A theory w ith predictive capab ilities would be extremely helpfu l .

A series of experiments is required t o test the more promising theories .
h.

Configuration
Configurations wh ich produce h igher rates of excess heat generation need
to be exam ined .

Examples include electrode surface area and vol u m e , and the

role of grain boundaries . A systematic examination of configuration effects w i l l
need t o b e dev ised.

c.

Temperature
Most experi mentation to date has been at low temperatures .

Producing

practical devices at these temperatures will most l ikely be difficul t . The extent
to which more thermodynamically useful temperatures can be achieved requires
investigation.
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d.

Repeatability
In terms of much cold fusion research to date , repeatab ility means the
ab il ity to rel iab l y produce the cold fus ion effect.
ultimately be suffic ient.

This in itself will not

A practical device will need to reliably produce the

cold fus ion effect at a power level which is known and repeatab le.

e.

Throttling
To be truly useful as a practical machine , it will be necessary to have a
mechanism to throttle a cold fus ion device. This means the ab i l ity to turn it o n
and off a t w il l , and t o vary its output. Mechanisms to accompl ish this will need
to be explored .

f.

Radiation
The general attitude in the cold fusion community is that radiation
generated during experiments is good , because it demonstrates that a nuclear
process is at work . The business perspective is exactly the oppos ite. Concerns
about rad iation (whether those concerns are rational or not) have severely
affected the development of fission power in the United States and other parts
of the world.

Even if the radiation em itted from cold fusion devices is very

low, irrational fears could be very damaging. The levels of radiation which can
be expected fro m practical devices needs to be well examined .

g.

Long-tenn Perfonnance
Many cold fus ion experiments have been short- term.

Longer term

testing is required to determine what periodic maintenance and replacement will
be necessary w ith a commercial device.

In other words, will the electrodes or

some other parts of the devices " wear out" with time?

How often will these

parts need replacement or rep lenishment? How will this be done and how much
will it cost?
A series of long-term experiments will b e necessary to examine this
Issue.

h.

Power Conversion
Methods must be developed for converting the excess heat generated b y
cold fusion devices into electricity. Reasonably h igh convers ion efficiencies are
likely to be requ ired .

It is not sufficient to say that the source of energy is

cheap and plentiful and therefore convers ion efficiency is not an issue.

S olar

energy is cheap and plentiful , yet low conversion efficiencies have so far made
widespread implementation of solar power u neconomical .
S o , potential power convers ion technologies will have to be identified.
Modifications requ ired to match them to the output characteristics of cold fus ion
devices will have to be explored.
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8 . Phase 5
Phase

--

Establish Working Relationships

4 described above w ill identify the areas requ iring work. Based on this ,

the talents and resources required to perform the work will be estab l ished . The purpose
of Phase

5 will be to establish relationships with other organizations . I n its traditional

role as systems integrator for large , complex projects involving many different
organizations , the AlE may be particularly suited to establ ishing consortium and joint
venture arrangements .
Participants would include researchers in the field , companies and laboratories
with the necessary expertise to perform the work, and companies w ith an interest in
sharing costs and risks .

9 . Phase 6

--

Perform Directed Experimentation

The purpose of this phase is to perform experimentation and research i n a

logical manner to address the issues raised in Phase
by the organizations assembled in Phase

10.

Phase 7

- -

4. The work would b e performed

5.

Develop Prototypes

Once a suffic ient number of the outstanding technical and economic questions

�ave been addressed , it will be poss ible to build and test prototype devices .

By this

time in the process , the information which has been generated w ill probably have
narrowed the cand idate configurations to a small number . The most promis ing will be
constructed.

11.

Phase 8

--

Initiate Commercial Implementation

If all the earlier phases of this p lan achieve success , and the econom ic outlook

is pos itive, the ultimate goal of all the cold fus ion efforts will b e possible: commercial
implementation. It is not possible at this time to describe the form this implementation
will take ; generating that information is the goal of the first seven phases of the p lan.

12.

Summary
The potential impact of cold fus ion on a company currently involved in the

energy industry is too great to ignore .

If a phased approach is used , in which each

phase represents an increment of financial and technical involvement, the company can
minim ize its financial exposure while still estab l ishing a favorable competitive position.
The benefits of such a plan are further enhanced if the company pursues this work i n
cooperation with others already involved i n the field.
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